ALIAS Target™
Alias ERGONOMIC CONCEPT:
TOTAL ADJUSTABILITY TO
A SHOOTER’S ANATOMY
Finally, a competition rifle that actually fits.
At first you are struck with this rifle’s aggressive looks. Pull it out
of the gun case and it draws a crowd at a shooting range. But look
closer: this is not a show gun. Every component is there for a reason.
This is a gun designed to maximize ergonomics for a top shooter.
Everything is adjustable. Everything.
Developed by Rock McMillan with input from world champion high
power shooters, the design started as a clean sheet of paper and
evolved into a cutting edge rifle that could meet the demands of
literally the best competitive shooters in the world.

Buttstock, cheekpiece, forend, sight position, trigger – almost every
component of this rifle is fully adjustable so that a shooter can hold
exactly the right position across the course of fire. What’s more, the
components are indexed so the adjustments can be quickly repeated
during a match. No matter how your body is built and what position
you are shooting, this rifle will fit you.
And what about accuracy? This rifle has already won numerous high
power and long range championship events, setting records in the
process. The ALIAS Target concept works.

Not only is the Target adjustable, it is easily adjustable.
Call Toll-Free: 1.877.365.6148
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ALIAS Target™ SPECIFICATIONS
Below is a list of rifle specifications for the ALIAS
Target. For more information, contact McMillan.
Action
Calibers

McMillan ALIAS
.308 Winchester
.308 Palma

The Target disassembles easily and can be transported in multiple pieces.

6.5 Creedmoor
.260 Rem
6.5x47 Lapua
6XC

Barrel

Length: 24-30"
1-10", 1-11", 1-12" Twist: .308 Win

The Target is designed to maximize ergonomics for a top shooter.

1-13" Twist: .308 Palma
1-8" Twist: 6.5 Creedmoor
1-8" Twist: .260 Rem
1-8" Twist: 6.5x47 Lapua
1-7.5" Twist: 6XC

Length

33" Disassembled

Fully adjustable competition
buttstock.

Adjustable Anschütz® trigger.

Adjustable competition forend.

Fast 1 millisecond lock time.

Competition grip.

Barrels are stainless premium
matchgrade quality.

42" Disassembled with Butt
48" Fully Assembled

Trigger

Anschütz®

Buttstock

Competition

Forend

Competition

Pistol Grip

Competition

Magazine

2 Detachable 10 Round
One Single Shot Loading Block

Finish
Weight
Carry Case

Black
12 lbs.*
N/A

* Weight does not include bipod, scope or rings due to the different size/weight
available with these parts.
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